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Abstract 
Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) utilizes short laser pulses to deposit energy into light 
absorbers and sensitively detects the ultrasonic waves the absorbers generate in response. 
PAM directly renders a three-dimensional spatial distribution of sub-surface optical absorbers. 
Unlike other optical imaging technologies, PAM features label-free optical absorption contrast 
and excellent imaging depths. Standard dental imaging instruments are limited to X-ray and 
CCD cameras. Subsurface optical dental imaging is difficult due to the highly-scattering enamel 
and dentin tissue.  Thus, very few imaging methods can detect dental decay or diagnose dental 
pulp, which is the innermost part of the tooth, containing the nerves, blood vessels, and other 
cells.  Here, we conducted a feasibility study on imaging dental decay and dental pulp with PAM.  
Our results showed that PAM is sensitive to the color change associated with dental decay.  
Although the relative PA signal distribution may be affected by surface contours and subsurface 
reflections from deeper dental tissue, monitoring changes in the PA signals (at the same site) 
over time is necessary to identify the progress of dental decay.  Our results also showed that 
deep-imaging, near-infrared (NIR) PAM can sensitively image blood in the dental pulp of an in 
vitro tooth.  In conclusion, PAM is a promising tool for imaging both dental decay and dental 
pulp.       
 
Introduction 
Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) utilizes short laser pulses to deposit energy into light 
absorbers and sensitively detects the ultrasonic waves the absorbers generate in response. 
PAM directly renders a three-dimensional spatial distribution of sub-surface optical absorbers. 
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Unlike other optical imaging technologies, PAM features label-free optical absorption contrast 
and super imaging depths [1-2]. Standard dental imaging instruments are limited to X-ray and 
digital imaging cameras. Subsurface optical dental imaging is difficult due to the highly-
scattering enamel and dentin tissue. Thus, very few imaging methods can detect dental decay 
or diagnose dental pulp, which is the innermost part of the tooth, containing the nerves, blood 
vessels, and other cells.  Here, we conducted a feasibility study on imaging dental decay and 
dental pulp with PAM.       
Materials and methods 
Three PAM imaging systems were used to image in vitro dental tissues.  Extracted human teeth 
were imaged, and their health status (ie healthy vs decayed) was determined by conventional 
microscopy.  The first imaging system was the optical-resolution PAM imaging system [3] shown 
schematically in Fig. 1.  The laser pulse width was 6.5 ns.  570 nm laser of 40 nJ pulse energy 
was used for the experiments.  The calibrated lateral resolution was 3.5 μm.  A 75 MHz acoustic 
transducer with acoustic NA of 0.45 was used to detect PA signals.  The axial resolution was 20 
μm, and the A-scan imaging speed of the system was about 600 A-lines per second.    
 
Fig.1. An optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy setup 
 
The second imaging system was the acoustic-resolution photoacoustic imaging system 
(AR-PAM) shown in Fig. 2 [4].  The laser pulse width was 6.5 ns, the wavelength was 570 nm,  
and the laser pulse energy used was 0.8 mJ.  A 50 MHz ultrasonic transducer with acoustic NA 
of 0.44 was used for the detection of PA signals.  The imaging system had a lateral resolution of 
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AR-PAM setup shown in Fig. 2.  The color change associated with dental decay at lesion site as 
shown in a conventional light microscopy image (red arrow in Fig. 4 left) was clearly identified 
by dark-field AR-PAM in a maximum amplitude projection (MAP) image (red arrow in Fig. 4 
right) with high contrast.  Each two-dimensional MAP image (in an X-Y plane) was projected 
(along Z direction) from a three-dimensional PAM image.  At 532 nm wavelength, most of the 
PA signals come from absorption sites close to the surface although PAM is a three-
dimensional imaging modality.    
 
Fig. 4.  The color change associated with dental decay at lesion site as shown in a conventional 
light microscopy image (red arrow in left) was clearly identified by dark-field AR-PAM in a 
maximum amplitude projection (MAP) image (red arrow in right) with high contrast. 
In order to investigate dental decay, a healthy tooth, shown in the photograph (Fig. 5A), 
and a decayed tooth, shown in the photograph (Fig. 5B) were both imaged by the dark-field AR-
PAM.  The dark-field AR-PAM MAP images of the healthy tooth (Fig. 5C) and the decayed tooth 
(Fig. 5D) showed significant differences in optical absorption contrast.  The laser pulse energy 
was scattered by the uneven surface, and the ultrasonic wave coupling into the ultrasonic 
transducer was affected by both the contours of the dental surface and the complex subsurface 
structure.  Thus, relative PA signal differences between two sites do not necessarily give decay 
information.  Although much stronger PA signals were detected from the decayed sample, 
monitoring changes in the PA signals (at the same site) over time is necessary to identify the 
progress of dental decay.  It was also found that similar results can be acquired by an optical-
resolution PAM (Fig. 1).  At 532 nm wavelength, most of the PA signals come from absorption 
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Conclusions 
PAM imaging is sensitive to the color change associated with dental decay.  Although the 
relative PA signal distribution may be affected by surface contours and subsurface reflections 
from deeper dental tissue, monitoring changes in the PA signals (at the same site) over time is 
necessary to identify the progress of dental decay.  It was also demonstrated that deep-imaging 
NIR PAM can sensitively image blood in the dental pulp of an in vitro tooth.  In conclusion, PAM 
is a promising tool for imaging both dental decay and dental pulp.                           
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